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ABSTRACT Sixth-generation (6G)-based communications have many applications and are emerging as a
new system to utilize existing vehicles and communication devices in autonomous vehicles (AVs). Electric
vehicles and AVs not supporting the integration of intelligent cybersecurity will become vulnerable, and
their internal functions, features, and devices providing services will be damaged. This paper presents
an intelligent cybersecurity model integrating intelligent features according to the emerging 6G-based
technology based on evolving cyberattacks. The model’s novel design was developed using the necessary
algorithms to provide quick and proactive decisions with intelligent cybersecurity based on 6G (IC6G)
policies when AVs face cyberattacks. In this model, network security algorithms incorporating intelligent
techniques are developed using applied cryptography. Money transaction handling services implemented in
an AV are considered an example to determine the security and intelligence level depending on the IC6G
policies. Intelligence, complexity, and energy efficiency (EE) are assessed. Finally, we conclude that the
model results are effective for intelligently detecting and preventing cyberattacks on AVs.

INDEX TERMS 6G security, autonomous vehicles, cybersecurity attacks, intelligent transportation system,
risk assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION
All future systems will be automated with intelligent
connections; they will dominate all possible services and
actions quickly, efficiently, and intelligently. Based on the
current perspective in terms of intelligent cybersecurity,
the demand for smart and intelligent feature enhancement
is growing and becoming a prime concern, especially in
terms of achieving maximum security with a minimum
associated cost. Intelligent features aid Autonomous Vehicles
(AVs) when it comes to the proper maintenance of a
vehicle’s vulnerable parts, and also with situations regarding
reckless driving, severe accidents, lack of instructive driving,
and improper decisions, which incur extra expenses for
maintenance besides hindering national economic growth.

In AVs, features are added to activate autonomous
functions responsible for the internal electronic devices
controlling vehicle movements maneuvering, and operation.
These services are affected and damage the devices when
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facing attacks, threats, unintelligent policies, and functional
errors because some functions are connected to external
services linked with external communication devices, such as
sensors. Intelligent cybersecurity is an essential solution that
intelligently and proactively solves many problems to secure
services internally and proactively.

All AVs have insurance policies that cover usage costs
associated with general wear and tear and also cover the
intelligent features of these vehicles. However, there are
limitations to intelligent cybersecurity based on 6G (IC6G)
policies, arising from the fact that these policies must be
created by intelligent experts who understand the 6G-based
intelligent systems and their security issues. According to [1],
the policy pathway to achieve a long-term vision reveals the
details of usingAVs in the future. Policy packages towards the
superblock vision contain 6 themes that provide the necessary
processes to improve the overall transportation regulations
in the 2050 visions. Encouraging the sustainable adoption
of autonomous vehicles and policies for public transport in
Western countries [2] will increase economic benefits with
affordable security and safety. In [1], [2], [3], [5], and [6],
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policies have been introduced to improve security and safety
in many applications related to our research (AVs and
6G-based systems). Regarding the limitations of the IC6G
policies, we must understand the licensed details of the final
official release of 6G.

In this paper, we emphasize that the policies implemented
are directly proportional to the intelligence level of the vehi-
cle since all policies implemented affect the vulnerabilities
of the devices used in AVs. Furthermore, the features of these
AV devices should be governed by operational policies with
practical limitations. Taking this into account, this work has
the following objectives: (1) build an intelligent cybersecurity
model that influences the policies implemented in AVs and in
their devices, (2) secure the services of all devices integrated
within AVs, and (3) improve the reliability of the devices,
which would avoid unnecessary vulnerabilities.

The heavy use of AVs has influenced the development of
many internal and external devices, such as sensors. With
the increase in IC6G users, there comes an increase in the
connectivity as well as the vulnerability and mobility of
the devices integrated within AVs; this in turn motivates
many interactions, increasing the number of unsecured
communications. The motivation for this research is to
minimize these issues, including overall energy consumption
and cost.

When accurate policies are not delivered on time, vul-
nerabilities increase and the number of hacks made on
a system will grow, leaving the system defenseless. For
instance, decision-makers of intelligent banking systems
must be able to authorize and activate the appropriate policies
on time. The intelligent decision-makers of those systems
must deliver the policies in a timely manner; otherwise, the
services delivered by the banks will be attacked. Here, on-
time means that all factors should be considered, taking into
account the clients, servers, and all interfacing links and
communication.

Researchers have focused on intelligent transportation
systems (ITSs) using emerging technologies, including
6G. Some recommended policies are also considered to
investigate the security of the services integrated within
existing vehicles and AVs. ITS was developed with many
policies to improve the safety of vehicles and maintain
the regulations of transportation services. In recent papers,
intelligent cybersecurity was also discussed with ITS to
enhance security solutions of transportation services.

In our proposed approach, we used policies based on
the IC6G policies. Intelligent cybersecurity focuses on
improving cybersecurity solutions of AV services influenced
by policies based on 6G requirements and intelligence
levels, which are proportional to the strength of the policies.
For instance, when the strength of the policies increases,
the intelligence level in intelligent cybersecurity solutions
increases as well.

This paper makes the following contributions:

1) Portrays an overview of IC6G and its associated
emerging technology in autonomous vehicles,

2) Proposes a taxonomy for IC6G through an extensive
literature investigation,

FIGURE 1. The road map towards URLLC in 6G networks [7].

3) Presents a conceptual model for IC6G to motivate
future researchers to enhance the level of security
solutions in AVs with strength of the policies, advanced
integrated devices and technology,

4) Presents a set of challenges and open research issues for
the discussion of novel ideas among researchers aimed
at enhancing the functions of IC6G, such as the levels
of cybersecurity solutions.

The rest of this paper presents a scheme for managing
traffic in the following sections: a literature review and related
works are presented in Section II. Following that, Section III
presents the proposed research, which involves the design
of cybersecurity solutions, the 6G-based architecture of the
proposed model, and the intelligent features necessary for
autonomous vehicles. Section IV shows the relevant compar-
ison tables and results that support this research as outlined in
the contributions list. We discuss the security issues involved
in AVs and intelligent management issues in Section V.
Intelligent features influenced by policies and their manage-
ment issues in 6G are considered in Section VI, in which a
simple scenario shows the vulnerabilities and cyberattacks
that can occur from poorly maintained policies. This section
also includes the latest challenges and limitations facing
intelligent security management. Finally, in Section VII,
we provide conclusions and consider future work involv-
ing the development of AVs with intelligent, human-like
vision.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In an AV with 6G-based intelligent systems and efficient
cybersecurity, connectivity is an essential technical concept
for improving secure services and infrastructure. Studying 6G
networks provides the best intelligent cybersecurity security
solutions.

Fig. 1 shows the road map toward 6G-based application
scenarios, displaying the key performance areas of future
intelligent services and the challenges in 6G networks that
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are part of this research’s objectives. Although Enhanced
Mobile Broadband (eMBB) andmassiveMachine Type Com-
munications (mMTC) are important for improving services,
Ultra-Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC)
dominate 6G networks for knowledge-based analysis and
optimization, knowledge-assisted training of deep learn-
ing, and fine-tuning of deep learning networks. URLLC
will definitely improve services due to its low energy
consumption, which will also reduce the cost of security
solutions.

The authors in [8] offer a security assessment for the
evolution of Vehicle-to-Everything Communications (V2X-
C) architecture and the integration of 5G and 6G networks.
They also provide a comparison of the Quality of Service
(QoS) versus security provisions for Connected and AV
(CAVs) and illustrate the safety and security enhancement
mechanisms for V2X-C. A deep CNN-LSTM architecture is
proposed in [9] for CAV intelligence threats and compared
with other deep learning algorithms such as DNN, CNN, and
LSTM.

Paper [3] proposed a System Dynamic model based on
a Causal Loop Diagram that integrated the main interdisci-
plinary variables and evaluated the impact of the Regulation
and Policy Framework (R&PF) on CAVs’ cybersecurity by
focusing on several aspects, such as the constraints on privacy
and data accessibility.

A security model proposed in [10] for 5G satellite-
connected Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) networks aims
to make communication more secure, as UAVs have recently
become targets for cyberattacks due to an increase in
volume and low information security levels. In addition, [10]
states that a huge number of UAV connections in the
future will not only use 5G or 6G but will also use
communication network technologies that are even more
advanced. By optimizing leveraging a particle swarm [11]
proposed two attacks (poisoning and evasion) versus traffic
sign recognition systems in AVs based on which phase
of the machine learning process is targeted during an
attack.

The authors in [12] presented their perspective on an
advanced and autonomous UAV traffic management (UTM)
system enabled by 6G communication technology that uses
non-terrestrial networks (NTNs) to improve air transportation
management in terms of safety and efficiency. For a robust
system, [13] uses efficient communication resources and
privacy preservation learning to build a Dispersed Federated
Learning (DFL) framework for 6G-enabled autonomous
driving cars.

The authors in [14] also proposed 6G architecture as an
integrated system, enabling technologies to provide security
and intelligence. They also discussed core services, KPI, the
possible technical challenges of 6G, and potential solutions.
The authors in [15] give an overview of how Artificial
Intelligence (AI) can solve the challenges of security and
privacy of 6G networks, giving suggestions for possible
solutions. A model was proposed in [16] for malicious traffic
detection within 6G to develop efficiency and security at the
same time.

TABLE 1. Comparison of 6G-based intelligent security issues in the AV
network.

Many researchers have surveyed the relevant security
threats, issues, technologies, techniques, and solutions based
on the future use of 6G (Tables 1 and 2). Other researchers
have also surveyed several Machine Learning techniques that
have been applied to vehicular communication networks,
especially in terms of security, and have forecast how
Artificial Intelligent (AI) will be integrated into 6G vehicular
networks [23], [24].

According to the findings in [25], autonomous vehi-
cle vulnerabilities may jeopardize autonomous services.
Consequently, researchers have identified various types of
autonomous vehicle attacks and their countermeasures. The
authors proposed three types of attacks: autonomous con-
trol systems, autonomous driving system components, and
vehicle-to-everything communications. The authors of [26]
provide not only a comprehensive survey of cybersecurity but
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TABLE 2. Comparisons of existing/related techniques with the appropriate parameters/variables.

also current countermeasure strategies for securing AVs and
their services.

Another study found that the four dimensions of
autonomous driving security are sensors, operating systems,
control systems, and vehicle-to-everything communica-
tion [27]. Reference [28] described AV attack models and
countermeasures for electronic control units (ECUs), sensors,
intra-vehicular links, and inter-vehicular links.

Reference [29] provided specific details of autonomous
systems to aid the development of future autonomous-
mobility services. CAVs are vehicles outfitted with various
internet-of-things (IoT) sensors that collect security and
safety data from their surroundings. In [30], a new
model for developing autonomous services is presented.
The authors identified hedonic motivation, trust in AVs,
and social influence on security issues as significant
factors in performance expectations. Hedonic motiva-
tion is used to increase travelers’ trust in automated
vehicles.

A previous study [1] established a security policy pathway
for the future use of AVs. Six themes are detailed in policy
packages aimed at the superblock vision and the processes
required to improve the overall transportation regulations
described in the vision for 2050. The study [31] concentrated
on the integration of intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
and AV with maximum security and safety.

By 2030, cybersecurity technology for selected security
issues (CVs and data communication countermeasures) for
autonomous-transportation services can overcome several
challenges using four countermeasures: AI-supplemented,
AI-generated, AI-mediated, and AI-facilitated. AI will dom-
inate CVs and data communication countermeasures in the
next generation of AVs. Consequently, the design of self-
driving vehicles must adhere to stricter standards than the
ones existing [32], [33], [34], [35], [36].

The simulation results given in [37] indicate that the pro-
posed scheme can effectively increase the network through-
put for LTE-A small-cell networks with dual-connectivity
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FIGURE 2. Future of 6G safety influenced to intelligent vehicular network [21].

enhancement. In ITS, dual connectivity supports cybersecu-
rity solutions with intelligent verification.

According to [20], the optimization of accuracy in ITS and
intelligent AV (IAV) is the strongest measurement of finding
a decision for technical issues and developments. Here,
all calculations and measurements must be accurate, with
precise values optimized through an efficient optimization
method.

According to [5], with blockchain technology, examining
enterprise security policy maximizes the strength of the
security levels, providing a quality service when hackers’
attacks affect the medical data of hospitals. Updating
security policy intelligently protects the confidential data of
organizations. In addition, managing an intelligent security
policy allows users to address the security risks associated
with the 6G generation. Building a taxonomy to enhance
automotive system security [38] supports the security issues
considered in vehicular networks. AI-based security solutions
have also been updated with intelligent security policies
to enhance automotive systems security. A congestion-
aware pre-predictive data-allocation model [39] was used
to improve the cooperative intelligent transportation system.
This model depends on the intelligence level that can be
created from predictive data management employing 6G
communication and computation methods.

According to [40], 6G-based intelligent cybersecurity will
lead to new techniques; some of these are given below.

1) Cryptographic hash drones are employed to enhance
intelligent cybersecurity solutions in AVs and
autonomous mobile systems.

2) Lightweight authentication techniques with IC6G-
based policies andAI-based emerging technology, such
as 6G-based complex networks

3) AI-based cybersecurity techniques with advanced
security protocols based on photonic sensor networks
and quantum cryptography for autonomous vehicular
communication

4) Intelligent cellular technology (7G) can enhance
AI-based cybersecurity solutions used in AV.

The requirement for 6G safety and intelligence of AVs will
improve with the development of 6G and progress as security
demands, as shown in Fig. 2.

Finally, several studies have focused on detection per-
formance in mobile environments [2], which is important
for enhancing cybersecurity, encrypting medical images
against various threats when transmitting data via wireless
broadcasting [41], and using deep-learning algorithms in
segmentation tasks with various kinds of networks [42].

A. AUTOMATING THE ADOPTION OF MACHINE
INTELLIGENCE WITH POLICIES
All systems work with standard operating policies which
provide insurance to all devices and autonomous systems.
By using machine-intelligent programs, policies can be
maintained according to users’ requirements. Adopting
machine intelligence with policies will increase cybersecurity
solutions since all AV user transactions must be registered.
For instance, attacks using ransomware will be difficult
because automation with machine intelligence will monitor
all transactions intelligently with policies set by the service
providers and users. These policies should be set at least
24 hours before the actual and specific transactions. Existing
models use anomaly detection (Fig. 3) to improve the
security of AVs. However, intelligent cybersecurity solutions
can also be enhanced using anomaly detection and other
rules, such as policies. Using our proposed model, users
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FIGURE 3. Workflow of hybrid deep anomaly detection approach [4].

who are vulnerable and elderly will be supported when
they use AVs through strong intelligence policies. Adopting
machine intelligence with emerging IC6G technologies in
combination with specific policies is key to improving the
future of cybersecurity solutions. Strong policies secure
the public environment, which also includes the banking
sector.

B. AN OVERVIEW OF INTELLIGENT CYBERSECURITY
Emerging technological trends have been focused on the
many flexible features of 6G based security devices used in
AV where we can add intelligent security solutions, such as
intelligent cybersecurity. Attacks on the 6G architecture and
6G-based emerging networks (Fig. 4) will affect the services
used in Avs if service providers do not employ the appropriate
or proactive security mechanisms. Therefore, 6G architecture
should be secured using a 6G-based intelligent cybersecurity
model. In this paper, IC6G is portrayed with the combined
features of intelligent and cybersecurity solutions for AVs.
This novel usage of IC6G and its emerging technologies in
AV will enhance EE and overall security performance.

As shown in Fig. 5, the following attacks illustrate the
security issues in the AVs that rely on 6G-based intelligent
services and cybersecurity solutions:

1) Adversarial attacks: All traffic signals and communi-
cation channels between the vehicles and service providers,
such as banks, should be cleaned and secured dynamically by
the AV’s intelligent service providers.

2) Data poisoning: All transactions depend on data that
comes from many different sources but has been cleaned
for service creation. Here, an injection poisons the data
and must be removed from the communication channels of
V2X and AVs.

FIGURE 4. 6G landscape and security composition [43].

FIGURE 5. An illustration of four typical security attacks in 6G V2X [29].

3) Compromised UAVs: Fake GPS information dam-
ages all services, including communication links between
users.

4) Sybil attacks: Virtual traffic jams create signal inter-
ference between users. A significant attack on autonomous
vehicle networks known as a (Sybil attack) occurs when
an attacker maliciously assumes or steals several identities
and utilizes those identities to disrupt the AVs’ network’s
functionality by spreading fictitious identities. The research
model should be able to detect these attacks and provide the
best services to all AV users.

Different categories of policies and delivery times of
reports influence the policies created at each level of
intelligence. The following levels of intelligence prevent
attacks, threats, and vulnerabilities (Table 3). These levels of
intelligence provide an automation system that can adjust the
machine’s intelligence, allowing it to identify vulnerabilities
proactively.
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TABLE 3. Intelligence that depends on policies.

III. PROPOSED RESEARCH
The communication features, services, and transactions
integrated within autonomous vehicles should all be secured
using the proposed model. The constant evolution of
cyberattacks has been taken into account in the problem
statement; as such, the proposed model should detect such
attacks instantly. To resolve all possible security problems,
the IC6G approach with suitable security algorithms was
employed in the proposed model.

A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
AVs have one of many compulsory services involved
with money transactions for automatic charges when using
autonomous vehicles. Many users have reported the loss of
millions of dollars after paying charges for bogus services
while traveling. Hackers act as authorized persons and
steal users’ money, and unfortunately, banks are unable to
directly stop those transactions, as they still operate under
the assumption of protecting deposited money from thieves,
hackers, and physical violators. The problems this creates are
many, and the services established by the service providers
and the providers’ policies create even more cybersecurity
problems, as they inadvertently support hackers. Thus, these
policies should be handled intelligently and according to the
situation, location, time and other major relevant factors.

In cyberattacks such as phishing, solutionswith a 6G-based
intelligent cybersecurity model can solve these problems
intelligently and proactively. Scientists have developed many
cybersecurity solutions for many illegal activities, but it is the
policies that block personal interests and encourage hackers
to get involved in illegal activities when they see the ease with
which these transactions can be attacked.

In autonomous vehicles, the following policies are exe-
cuted proactively when the system works intelligently
(Table 4). When these policies are handled intelligently
and with political support, each transaction can be secured.
The policies enacted should protect both users and service
providers from the vulnerabilities created by the communi-
cation devices used in AVs. Further, these policies should
encourage service providers to make the necessary decisions
proactively.

TABLE 4. Examples of policies influenced by intelligent cybersecurity.

Intelligent sensors placed peripherally around the AV are
in direct contact with the AV’s electronic devices, including
the communicating transmitters and receivers. An intelligent
cybersecurity model detects the vulnerabilities of these
devices when they face cyberattacks and threats.

The energy consumption, Ed , is a function of several
transceiver variables, with the most important variable being
distance, d , and is summarized as

Ed = Esd + ηwdn (1)

In (1), Esd is the distance-independent term that accounts
for the overhead of radio electronics and digital processing.
ηwdn is the distance-dependent term, where η stands for
the amplifier inefficiency factor, w is the free-space path
loss, d is the distance, and n is the environmental factor. n
can be set as a number between 2 and 4 depending on the
condition of the environment and the vulnerability of devices
and communication channels; η determines the inefficiency
of the transmitter when producing maximum power wdn at
the antenna. Energy (E) is equal to themultiplication of power
(P) and time (t).

EE = (Eo/Ei)100% (2)

Here, Ei and Eo = Ei − Ed are the input and output
energy, and they verify the EE of the overall model with
(2). The policies and level of intelligence change, thus,
verifications depend on the vulnerabilities of the devices
used in the AVs. Intelligence and policies affect not only the
vulnerabilities of all components integrated within the AV
but also the communication channels from the AV. In this
research, we assume that the input parameters of (1), (2), and
(3) take different values according to the levels of policies and
intelligence.

The sum capacity (EC ) is proportional to Esd ; we can also
assume that Esd = EC because the energy during secure and
insecure communication is different due to many factors and
influences, as given in (3).

EC =

∑
k=1

∑
i=1

Bk,ilog2
[
1 + Pk,i/(Nk,i + Ik,i)

]
(3)

The sum capacity (EC ) of 6G-enabling technologies
as given in (3) influences Esd and is dependent on the
network coverage (k), bandwidth (B), loss noise (N), loss
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FIGURE 6. The proposed model for intelligent cybersecurity solutions.

interference (I), channels (i), and power (P). Intelligent
cybersecurity depends on these parameters, which work
with the policies and conditions of operations adjusted
according to natural attacks and internal and external security
issues. When accounting for all vulnerabilities, the overhead
increases with the level of intelligence, which is dependent on
the operation of services, which in turn influences the policies
that service providers set.

B. PROPOSED MODEL
In this research, an autonomous service is considered an
example of a feature integrated within the proposed model.
The proposed method used the model developed in this study,
as shown in Fig. 6. In this method, intelligent cybersecurity
is considered using intelligent features and the IC6G policies.
The proactive AV features and IC6G-based policies consid-
ered in the proposed model were implemented in the novel
design of this method. Intelligence-based policies are created
from available or collected data related to intelligence-
dependent services. In this study, we collected data from
service users who were influenced by cyberattacks. In the
6G-based intelligent cybersecurity solution, network security
algorithms incorporating intelligent techniques developed
from applied cryptography were used.

All cybersecurity policies that allow service providers to
secure their services will be considered in the following
section, where the results will be focused on the reflection
of those policies. According to (3), 6G-based intelligent
cybersecurity solutions (Fig. 7) depend on the policy and
conditions of the parameters used in (3).

To secure a user’s identity or personal information,
a Remote Procedure Call (RPC) can be used to secure remote
procedures with an authentication technique. The host and
the user who is requesting a service are both authenticated
through the Diffie-Hellman authentication technique. Data
Encryption Standard (DES) encryption is used by that
authentication mechanism.

Here is a scenario: Travelers can use autonomous vehicles
for short visits or other such journeys. After a long day,
the user or traveler is tired and sleeps during the journey.

When they finally arrive at home, they receive a call from
a visa office regarding identity verification of a visa they had
applied for. Tired, they take the call, not realizing that it is
not genuine, and answer ‘‘Yes’’ to their questions, after which
they go back to sleep. This was, in fact, a call by a hacker. The
next morning, they wake up to messages from the bank, and
upon checking their bank account, find that their money has
been stolen by the hacker. According to the messages from
the bank, 18 transactions happened during that night from
that single ‘‘Yes.’’ In this situation, what are the bank’s and
account holders’ responsibilities?

The bank should have contacted the client personally and
verified the situation. If their phone was switched off or
if the bank was unable to contact the person during the
night, the bank should have stopped all transactions; what
happens instead is that the blame is directed solely at the
account holder for having said ‘‘Yes’’. In this situation, the
user/traveler/account holder could not have done anything
because they were unaware and asleep.

Many hackers find opportunities to attack when users
or passengers of AVs transfer or pay money from their
accounts to real senders or vendors. Intelligent and automated
networks supported by 6G-based communication technolo-
gies enhance the cybersecurity solutions during transactions
established between the 2 authorized nodes (sender and
receiver). Here, 6G-based intelligent cybersecurity solutions
depend on the following questions, which simplify the
transactions within autonomous vehicles:

What type of AI-based cybersecurity algorithms does the
proposed model use?

How many AI-based cybersecurity algorithms does your
6G-based intelligent cybersecurity model have?

How frequently do service providers (banks) update
security policies, such as transactions limits?

How long until AI-based cybersecurity algorithms can
trigger detections in each 6G-based transaction?

How many 6G-based intelligent algorithms require a
learning period for normal and abnormal transactions?

How does your transaction prioritize critical and high-
risk hosts that require immediate attention from the service
provider or bank?
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FIGURE 7. Security issues and 6G-based intelligent cybersecurity solutions.

What is the complexity reduction that the proposed model
provides for security analysts?

IV. RESULTS
The experimental setup and actual parameters for each AV
should be considered in each result. Generally, security limits
(High, Medium, and Low) should be set either by the experts
or the intelligent approach of the systems designed by the
experts. In other words, the service providers advised by these
experts must provide the necessary security solutions that
would allow us to update the IC6G approach considered in
the AVs.

In this experiment, we collected data from 100 random
users attacked by hackers from different banks. Table 5 lists
the structure of the data used in this experiment. However,
we have elaborated on the details of the data sizes, columns,
and rows considered in this table. Moreover, 70% of bank
users are attacked a few times (less than 3% of the users
within a fixed time) by hackers when the security limit is
set to the low bank balance of the users. In addition, 20%
of bank users are attacked several times (less than 17% of the
users within a fixed time) by hackers when the security limit
is set to the medium bank balance of the users. Finally, 10%
of bank users are attacked more times (less than 50% of the
users within a fixed time) by hackers when the security limit
is set to the high bank balance of the users. To improve the
results, 6 random placeswhere international banks are located
were chosen when AV is moving. The average percentage of
all 3 security limits when hackers’ activities are involved is
recorded in Table 5.
The different security limits are sometimes set according

to a user’s earnings and preference and are set by the users.
In many places, it is set by the banks or systems authorized by
expert service providers. Within the current system of bank
transactions for paying expenses and services, clues were
left that indicated they were hacked. In these studies, people
who kept their withdrawal limit low never lost their money
but were still attacked in multiple ways. The people with a

TABLE 5. Hackers’ activities against autonomous vehicle users who were
attacked.

FIGURE 8. Vulnerabilities as Ed against different cyberattacks based on
security limits.

medium limit had mixed attacks (2% lost the money, 15%
were attacked, but did not lose money) in public locations,
where they were most probably targeted by expert hackers
who were sacked from public organizations. People with high
limits were also attacked by hackers; in those cases, a high
limit was set by the service providers without the users’
official authorization.

Fig. 8 shows the different security limits when an AV
faces cyberattacks or threats, classified into the following
categories:
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FIGURE 9. Results of the proposed model.

1. High limit: The threats encountered by the high limit
tend to damage the configurations of the communication
services, which include services such as transferring cash
for users’ expenses. This specific feature, integrated as AV
onboard diagnostics (OBD), sends a warning when a high
limit is set. The limits may be set by the bank or users
or autonomous system, but they must be set intelligently
and recorded with maximum evidence or verifications and/or
mutual understanding of users. These recorded verifications
must be kept at least a few weeks for minimizing illegal
transactions.When we use the IC6G approach in autonomous
vehicles, users get the correct information on verification
procedures through the OBD.

2. Medium limit: These threats weaken and slow down
the communication services of AVs. In all communication
services, both users and service providers should be alert
during the number of continuous transactions.

3. Low limit: Selected threats, such as cyberbullying, may
be extracted from the profiles of users because the transaction
is set to a low limit. It is the users’ responsibility.

As shown in Fig. 8 and 9, the policies of the devices used
in an AV will change the vulnerabilities and secrecy rate of
the services, respectively. Using IC6G, the overall security
facilities of an AV can be better maintained dynamically and
proactively.

All policies set for improving cybersecurity solutions
need to be reviewed according to the users’ financial
circumstances. The service providers’ responsibilities should
be to support all depositors who expect protection and
security above other facilities.

According to [44], the parameters considered for determin-
ing vulnerabilities (Fig. 8) are proportionally equal to energy
consumption, as given in (1). The parameters given in (3) are
dependent on the policies of technical and operational limits
which affect the sum capacity (EC ) and energy consumption
(Esd ) of devices used in AVs.

The results of this research depend on the policies written
by experts and expert systems intelligently. The management

of financial transactions by AVs is seen as an illustration of an
intelligent cybersecurity solution based on 6G. The proposed
model’s cybersecurity solutions rely on the intelligence
levels which would in turn influence policies. As shown in
Fig. 9, the results of the proposed model show 5 different
services: banking (Service 1), ticketing (Service 2), school
fees (Service 3), hospital charges (Service 4), and parking
payment (Service 5). In this comparison, EE is considered
for the proposed (IC6G) and 2 other (5G and 5G+ with
cybersecurity (CS)) existing schemes.

Assume that all services are policy-dependent, and these
policies support the levels of intelligence considered in the
solutions of intelligent cybersecurity integrated with AVs.

Intelligence, security, complexity, energy efficiency, trust-
worthiness, scalability, and privacy were used in this study.
The following explanations are provided below.

• Intelligence: Although the behavior of the same user
is acceptable, intelligence can be noted from policies
or keywords entered in the field of the service.
Furthermore, intelligence analyzed against policies or
keywords depends on the previous behaviors of users
when the service is being used.

• Security: Strong policies increase the security of all
services when cyberattacks occur during mobile trans-
actions. The automation of these policy generations
will improve the security of services considered in AVs
with some delays, which is the trade-off between policy
and security.

• Complexity: The complexity increases when users
expect maximum security because there is a tradeoff
between the cost of energy and security.

• Energy efficiency (EE): Analyzing the enhancement
of EE with the complexity and intelligence levels and
the strength of the policies is a common technique for
enhancing security.

• Trustworthiness: The reputation of the packet and its
trustworthiness are evaluated based on one or more of
the four verifications: data quality, location of service
users, time of accessing services, and travel direction
of the AV.

• Scalability: The use of sensors with intelligent cyberse-
curity increases when more service users and AVs are
involved.

• Privacy: Policies will also enhance intelligent cyberse-
curity because some of the data used in automated and
connected vehicles are personal and sensitive.

V. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
Although appropriate cybersecurity solutions are assessed
in this study, the following points are noted as having a
substantial impact on the outcome results, as they provide
zero or minimum cybercrime, which can result in loss of
control of critical equipment used in AVs. Furthermore,
cybercrime attacks the warning systems responsible for
services integrated into AVs. In addition, they can cause
damage to human health and the environment resulting from
catastrophic spills, waste discharges, and air emissions.
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All results we obtained in this research depend on the
limits set by the intelligent experts who provide the intelligent
cybersecurity solutions to many sectors such as business.
Within the business sectors, banking system is considered
as an example or scenario in these results. Although many
sectors and systems (medical, business, etc.) use the secure
services through the intelligent cybersecurity, we have
considered some selected services in this result. Intelligent
cybersecurity solutions vary with the EE affected by the
security limits and vulnerabilities Although 5 services are
considered in the results, a specific service is to provide
the necessary discussion and analysis. In some international
banks and their services, the transferring procedures of the
policies used in the system need to be investigated, as they
are the real problem. A hacker can fool people and transfer
millions of dollars ($) or Saudi riyals (SR) within a minute
if the transferring policy in some international banks is not
secured. For example, a hacker can act as a legal officer and
ask for verification from a person who has paid visa fees
from their account to an official account. The average person
trusts third parties in many situations and circumstances to
enact such payments. Intelligent experts and systems should
have some procedures which depend on the policies, steps,
and evidence collected from banks. To design and develop
the intelligent procedure, the following evidence is collected
from the bank:

• The receiver’s account details were not properly
checked; the receiver can open the account and delete
the account without references.

• The senders’ confirmation must be verified personally
for securing the transactions.

• The bank must have the proper verifications before
sending the one-time password.

• Account holders must trust the banks, but banks must
not trust the receivers without proper verifications.

• The bank should make sure that the receiver’s account
number is active for at least the last 3 months and valid
for at least the next 3 months after the transactions.

Among the many services used in AVs, communication
services are deployed for users who would like to com-
municate or exchange online transactions when they pay
for their expenses during a journey. Users should be able
to use the services (banking, ticketing, schooling (Tuition
and other fees for academic services), etc.) comfortably
and securely. In this discussion, 5 different services are
considered, as previously mentioned: services 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5, banking, ticketing, school fees, hospital charge, and
parking payment, respectively. When we deploy the IC6G
approach in our proposed model, all 5 services are improved
because policies are set up intelligently according to users’
financial situation and transaction history. Whatever the
situation, one of all 3 security limits should be selected and
issued intelligently, instantly, and dynamically by the service
provider. If the account holder’s phone is switched off, but
the bank has allowed the hackers to transfer money (the
bank should have waited until verbal confirmation from the
account holder).

In this discussion, the evidence mentioned above should
be considered carefully to improve security when transfer-
ring or withdrawing money from an account. In addition,
we proposed a model with solutions using the IC6G-based
policies to prevent cyberattacks and cybercrimes. The bogus
services during movement, unintelligent behaviors, and the
interruption of the handling services attacked by hackers
are the problems discussed in this study. Intelligence levels
were obtained from the policies concluded by the previous
behaviors of the users of the services. We solved the research
problem by analyzing intelligence levels with these policies.

VI. CHALLENGES AND LIMITATIONS
The AVs with an IC6G will have many challenges which
affect the users’ daily life. The architecture we proposed
in this research will present new opportunities for many
potential systems and future applications:

• Autonomous vehicles’ basic and luxury features will
influence 6G-based gadgets.

• An introduction of cybersecurity solutions in 6G
networks and related platforms used in autonomous
vehicles.

• An increase in intelligent features and proactive cyber-
security solutions.

The above points will spur research that support improving
transportation policies.

Brain Controlled Vehicles (BCV) may be introduced
for simplifying the operations of the devices used in
autonomous systems, including AVs. Further, the functions
of 6G networks will make BCVs possible and will support
IC6G in improving the intelligent features of the AVs.

Regarding the cost of energy and intelligent cybersecurity,
the most challenging aspect of cost and EE is determining the
trade-off between five aspects:

i. Evolution of AV technology
ii. Access to AV technology by stakeholders (communi-

cation service providers, road operators, automakers,
AV consumers, repairers, and the general public)

iii. Limiting hackers’ access to AV technology
iv. Widespread dynamic strategy for avoiding hacker

amplification
v. Efficient usage of AV operating logfiles [45].
According to [46] and [47], tons of CO2 emissions and

millions of hours of driving every year will be saved with
AVs, creating vulnerabilities in the communication devices
used in those AVs. To solve these challenges, we need tough
security policies that need to be applied intelligently. Our
research model and approach provide a basic idea: intelligent
cybersecurity with machine learning and AI algorithms
should be considered to solve these problems. Intelligent
cybersecurity with UAVs may offer some unique security
challenges to 6G networks, especially regarding AVs used on
land; it is possible that advances in UAV will lead to AVs
getting low-cost energy and security.

The strength of this work lies in the IC6G policies,
which should be the best for improving cybersecurity
solutions because these policies are generated from the users’
behaviors noted in each previous handling of the services.
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For instance, the limits and changes in bank transactions in
banking services are noted to generate policies.

On the other hand, the weakness and limitations of the
research lie in the collection of previous behaviors for the last
7 days to 3 months, which will increase the time complexity
and storage, creating unnecessary delays when services are
being used during the transactions. In addition, there are
several other limitations regarding the cost of energy and
intelligent cybersecurity for users and others: the collection
of confidential data and generated policies depends on the
behavior of the previous history of the services allocated in
the Avs and regarding the importance of licensed details of
the final official 6G release in relation to the IC6G-based
policies.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This study presented the results from the proposed model that
might be effective for intelligently detecting and thwarting
cyberattacks on AVs and intelligent cybersecurity solutions
that maintain secure services from all vulnerabilities created
by attackers, faulty devices, or fake messages.

Policies developed for AVs should enhance the protection
of all users and communication devices integrated within
the Avs. When securing service policies are maintained by
intelligent experts, both users and service providers can
secure services using a proactive approach. As the strength
of the policies increases, the intelligence level also provides
more intelligent cybersecurity solutions.

Therefore, the security limits discussed in the results
should be set and fit by service providers based on the sit-
uation and important security factors, such as authentication.

The main contribution of the proposed approach is
intelligent cybersecurity solutions that provide the necessary
security to all services used in AVs when cyberattacks occur.
Furthermore, cyberattacks affect the electronic functions of
AVs, which damage the AVs’ operations and maneuvering of
vehicle movements. The influence of intelligent cybersecu-
rity not only solves the AVs safety issues of electronic control
systems, but also provides secure services to passengers using
the AV.

Insights from this study are provided through the proposed
model, which includes 6G-based cybersecurity solutions and
policies. Intelligent cybersecurity is considered to maximize
security and minimize energy costs for all passengers
using autonomous and mobile services while traveling.
The proposed solutions use IC6G-based policies to prevent
cyberattacks and cybercrimes and intelligently enhance the
effectiveness of cybersecurity solutions.

In this paper, previous researchers and authors provided
an overview of IC6G and the related emerging technology in
autonomous vehicles, proposed a taxonomy for IC6G through
a thorough literature review, presented a conceptual model
for IC6G to improve the level of security solutions in AVs
with cutting-edge integrated devices and technology, and
presented the challenges and issues for the discussion of novel
IC6G applications.

Furthering the work of the proposed model, we can add
more features and services to keep up with the emerging

security technology as long as it is suitable for the situation
and environmental conditions. Securing future services with
intelligent cybersecurity in AVs will depend on emerging
security technology (7G) and the strength of policies at
the time. Furthermore, these features and services depend
on energy-efficient algorithms and emerging technologies
considered at the time. This research will continue to develop
AVs with intelligent vision and ‘human-like’ thinking
capabilities.
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